Chapter 6 – Anchored Masonry Veneer Systems
face. The mortar bed thickness is to be at least twice the thickness
of the anchor. To prevent excess movement between connecting
parts of adjustable anchor systems, the clearance between
components is limited to a maximum 1⁄16 of an inch. The vertical
offset of adjustable pintle-type ties may not exceed 1 1⁄4 inches.
For steel stud-framed wall systems, TMS 402-16 3 requires that
masonry anchors are fastened directly to the steel stud framing
through the exterior sheathing with minimum #10 corrosionresistant screws (0.190-inch shank diameter). They should not be
fastened to the sheathing alone.
For wood-framed wall systems, TMS 402-16 3 requires fastening
masonry ties directly to the wood framing through the exterior
sheathing. Masonry anchors are not to be fastened to the
sheathing alone. The code requires 8d common nails or fasteners
with equivalent or greater pull-out strength.
For framed backup wall systems, while the code may allow a
horizontal anchor spacing up to 32 inches on-center, spacing
anchors horizontally is recommended for alignment with the
typical stud spacing of 16 inches on-center.

designed to minimize cracking and deflection within the veneer;
the support design considers the design loads, material type,
moisture control, movement provisions, and constructibility.
This guide recommends that intermediate supports for masonry
be provided with galvanized-steel shelf angles anchored to
the structure as needed to limit deflection to less than L/600
as required by TMS 402-16. 3 As noted in the Movement Joints
sections in this chapter and in Chapter 4, this guide recommends
a joint filled with a compressible material beneath the angle.
Where masonry is supported at openings within the veneer (e.g.,
windows and doors), shelf angles for larger openings or loose
lintels at smaller openings are typically provided. Galvanizedsteel loose lintels are recommended except where architectural
design dictates reinforced masonry or precast concrete lintels
for appearance. Where steel angle lintels span the opening,
TMS 402-16 3 requires that the lintel bear a minimum of 4 inches
onto the adjacent masonry at the jambs of the opening.
Refer to the details at the end of this chapter for building enclosure
detailing of typical support elements.

Vertical Supports

CMU/Concrete

Anchored masonry veneers are supported vertically by the
building’s foundation or other structural components such as shelf
angles and lintels as shown in Fig. 6-17. Vertical supports are

TMS 402-16 3 does not place any height restrictions or
requirements for intermediate support of masonry with concrete
or masonry backings except in Seismic Design Categories D,

Table 6-3 Summary of TMS 402-16 3 provisions for adjustable anchors

Prescriptive Spacing for Adjustable Two-Piece Masonry Veneer Ties
Requirement Category
(use more stringent spacing requirements where applies)
Spacing Designation

Maximum Wall Area per Anchor

General

Seismic Design
Categories D, E, and F*

High Wind†

2.67 ft

2.00 ft2
(75% of General
Requirement Max.)

1.87 ft2
(70% of General
Requirement Max.)

2

Maximum Horizontal Spacing

32-inches

32-inches

18-inches

Maximum Vertical Spacing

25-inches

25-inches

18-inches

Maximum Spacing at Opening‡

36-inches

36-inches

24-inches

Maximum Distance from Openings

12-inches

12-inches

12-inches

* Seismic design categories as determined by ASCE 7			
† High wind includes wind velocity pressures between 40 psf and 55 psf as determined by ASCE 7 and when the building’s mean roof
height is less than or equal to 60 ft			
‡ For openings larger than 16-inches in either dimension
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